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this software is worth $400. Make boring CPA offers desirable! Introducing, GODcpa the revolutionary

easy to use CPA masking & framing tool. Mask and create framed offers within minutes! 1. Take a boring

incentive offer: 2. Crop the offer: 3. Real time view: Your new desirable incentive: The best part is, your

CPA Affiliate Manager will never find out your masking their offers. With our fake referral method built into

GODcpa your tracks are 100 undetectable! Your Affiliate Manager will see a fake front white hat website

with their boring low converting offer. This will cover your black hat site which is offering your newly

created desirable offer! GODcpa can redirect your visitors to a confirmation page on your website so they

will never know that your masking another offer! We provide all the tools and features necessary to mask

low converting offers to create your own HIGH converting offers. The cropped frame will always look

perfectly positioned with our frame adjusting code! The frame has been tested and works perfectly in the

following browsers: SeaMonkey 2.0a2 MSIE 6.0 MSIE 7.0 MSIE 8.0 K-Meleon 1.5.0 Shiretoko 3.1 Flock

2.0 Minefield 3.2 Chrome 0.4.154.33 Chrome 1.0.154.43 Chrome 2.0.157.2 Iceweasel 2.0.0.16 Avant

11.7 Flock 1.2.7 Navigator 8.1.3 Navigator 9.0.0.6 Firefox 3.1 Opera 7.54 Opera 8.54 Opera 9.6 Opera

10.00 GODcpa Full Feature List: Fake referral Blank referral On submit redirection On submit frame

resize On submit pop up message Geographical targeting Random offer rotation Offer page frame

cropping Second page offer frame cropping Real-time frame view P3P session headers Browser

compatibility adjust Easy to use, just fill out the fields and generate the files and upload! Fake referral

**Example: **index.php is the generated php file. **001 is the offer you want to direct to

**anonymizeit.com/?yoursite.com/index.php?n=001 **The link is usually put into the iframe. **The referral

will display as: anonymizeit.com/?yoursite.com/index.php Blank referral **This will make it so your referral

is blank and there will be no traces at all. **Note: Update coming soon for cross browser blanking On

submit redirection **When the submit button is clicked you can redirect the user to any page you want.

On submit frame resize **When the submit button is clicked you can resize the frame to allow access to

more forms or areas of the page. On submit pop up message **When the submit button is clicked you
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can pop up a custom message. Geographical targeting **Redirect the user to certain offers depending on

their geographical country location. Example: US, UK, AU, CN Random offer rotation **Redirect to

different offers on random Offer page frame cropping **You can view the offer page and drag your mouse

to draw a square around the area you want to crop into its own frame Second page offer frame cropping

This allows you to also crop the second page of the offer in case you have to fill out more forms.

Real-time offer frame view **You will be able to see how your cropped offer will look in the browser. P3P

session headers **Many people complain about offers not converting, this is an extra safety feature which

abides by P3P rules and will hopefully make more conversions. Browser compatibility adjust **The frame

will adjust its size to display correctly in most browsers. Tags: cpa, mmo
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GODcpa 1.4.3 FULL AND WORKING $15!
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